Recently, algorithms for model checking Stochastic Time Logic (STL) on Hybrid Petri nets with a single general one-shot transition (HPNG) have been introduced. This paper presents a tool for model checking HPNG models against STL formulas. A graphical user interface (GUI) not only helps to demonstrate and validate existing algorithms, it also eases use. From the output of the model checker, 2D and 3D plots can be generated. The extendable object-oriented tool has been developed using the Model-View-Controller and Facade patterns, Doxygen for documentation and Qt for GUI development written in C++.
Introduction
HPNGs allow to model continuous and discrete variables of a system with a single stochastic event. Therefore, HPNGs can be used to model fluid critical infrastructures [2] like water, gas and oil networks. Since critical infrastructures may fail and their continuous operation is of utmost importance for both industry and society, survivability is an important property for these systems.
The logic STL [6] has recently been introduced to easily formulate measures of interest for HPNG models, such as survivability measures. To automate the evaluation of STL formula for HPNGs, we developed the Fluid Survival Tool (FST) [9] for model checking HPNG models against an STL specification.
FST has an extendable software design based on the software engineering principles of the Model-View-Controller and Facade patterns, and uses Doxygen for documentation. The GUI has been implemented with Qt and the tool has been written in C++. It implements the region-based algorithm for the transient analysis of HPNGs [5] and for model checking HPNGs against STL [6] .
The paper is organised as follows. First, the HPNG modelling formalism and STL specification are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes the tool functionality and design, as well as the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and presents results for a running example. An HPNG is formally defined as a tuple P, T , A, m 0 , x 0 , Φ , which consist of a set of places P, a set of transitions T , a set of arcs A, the initial marking vectors m 0 and x 0 , and a tuple of functions Φ that define additional parameters. The discrete and continuous dynamics of HPNGs are formally defined in [7] . Figure 1 presents an HPNG model of a water tower that consists of a reservoir, represented by continuous place Cr (a circle with a double border), with an input and an output pump, represented by the continuous transitions Fp and Fd (rectangles with double border), that are connected to the reservoir using continuous arcs (white arrows). The remaining part of the HPNG describes how the inflow stops when the input pump breaks after a random amount of time, modelled by a general transition (a rectangle with a single border) and how the outflow stops deterministically after 5 hours, modelled by a deterministic transition (a grey rectangle). Discrete arcs (black arrows) connect discrete places (a single circle) to deterministic and to general transitions and vice versa. When transition Gb fires, a token is removed from the discrete place Pp. This disables the continuous transition Fp, since it is connected to place Pp with a test arc (arc with two arrowheads). Similarly, the outflow stops when transition Fd becomes disabled due to the removal of the token in place Pd.
Hybrid Petri Nets and Stochastic Time Logic
Measures of interests for HPNGs can be described using the logic STL [6]:
where T 1 , T 2 , c ∈ R ≥0 ; a ∈ N ≥0 . Atomic formulas x P ≤ c and m P = a compare continuous and discrete markings with a predefined constant. STL formulas can be negated (¬Ψ ) and combined with conjunction (Ψ 1 ∧ Ψ 2 ). The until operator Ψ 1 U [T1,T2] Ψ 2 describes that during the evolution of the system, property Ψ 1 should hold, until in the time interval [T 1 , T 2 ] property Ψ 2 becomes true. In [7] the formal semantics for STL on HPNGs is given. Using algorithms from [6] and [9], so-called satisfaction intervals are computed for all but nested until formula. These represent all intervals from the support of the random variable that defines the firing time of the general one-shot transition for which the resulting evolution of the HPNG fulfils the STL property (at a certain time τ ). Then, by integrating the probability density function of the random variable over the satisfaction intervals the probability that the STL property holds at a given time τ is computed.
